


BAD GOYS: THUGS OF ZION

THE BOYS IN BLUE SERVE THE JEW

"Maintenant le Droit" is the French version of the motto of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, the 
jogbots (jewish occupation government robots) whose loyalty is to the jewish crown of the British 
Empire, "British' meaning 'son of the covenant' and at the present that covenant has been attempted to 
be usurped by the sons of the devil the jews. Thus the jogbots are loyal to the jew and slavishly obey 
his every beck and call.

Perhaps in their heart of hearts-those who have a heart still and who have not had their conscience 
seared through the psychopathy of freemasonry and its mind control-they chafe at their slave collars as 
the jew's lapdog, seething with rage at their master who they know to be a cruel despot and who they 
inwardly hate and would rend had they the opportunity and/or the willingness to give up the golden 
chains of mammon which are wound about their necks by the jewdeomasonic black magicians to weigh
them down to materialistic pursuits and spiritual darkness as the zombie jogbots they have become.

Their loyalties live with the jew through these golden ties to pensions and paychecks and the suburban 
box palaces and pussy it can buy them-thus they are as a dog kept in its kennel not willing to rend its 
master but content with its golden dish of chow in exchange for unthinking obeisance. Truly the boys in
blue serve the jew and the boys in green are just as keen-they are the dogs of the jew who protect the 
sumptuous palaces of these demonic beings who are perpetually on the alert for the slightest sign of 
shifting loyalties or betrayal from their minions and accordingly surround themselves with spies and 
spies who spy on the spies-a complex combination of mistrust and back stabbers , a thieves pact 
wherein the most cunning and ruthless rise to the top and that over the bodies of their competitors.

Within the milieux of evil the boys in blue operate to defend their masters interests and threaten to 
attack those outside of this closed system, namely 'the commoners' or lumpenproles who are used as 
resource generating puppets of the cabala whose power is necessarily enforced through insidious mind 
control and through the barrel of their guns of their thugs.

Though at a slight remove in terms of understanding and consciousness from the average person in 
society the police and military are nevertheless removed to an insuperable degree from the nameless 
and voiceless mass of tax serfs who constitute the popular crowd of jogbots. This ethos of elitism is 
instilled through classical conditioning and various other forms of propaganda and mind control in their
training by whatever mossad agent is used to indoctrinate them, either domestically or-at more 
advanced levels of their mind control-in the state of 'its a lie' (israel) where anything and everything 
goes as long as the jew can get away with it outside of the investigation by international inspection or 
reporters who manage to penetrate the veil of media blackout.
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To instill in the recruit a self-conception of being a better being than the 'population', creates a division 
and separation therefore serving the purpose of positing the police officer over and against the 
population as a spy and conditioning them to look upon the population as a herd of sheep in relation to 
which they are the sheep dog. Thus so empowered to be able to use physical force against the populace 
and the populace unable to defend themselves against the initiator of this force it demonstrates the 
loyalty of the police to their masters who control the government (J.O.G) and against that of their own 
blood relations-loyalty to J.O.G not to blood.

However speciously understood in the mind of the police that they are doing what is good in upholding 
'the law', they fail in many if not in most cases to comprehend that the laws of J.O.G are not 
correspondent in so many cases with the laws of Nature and Divine Law-those of course who are not 
thoroughly corrupted by the jews in the administration. Having rendered themselves bought and paid 
for slaves, 'system men' they have acquired loyalty to the enemy against their own people and this bears
itself out in such cases as Ruby Ridge; Waco; Gordon Kahl; David Lane, etc. where the 'system men' 
perjured themselves in the kangaroo courts of Talmudic law in service to their masters and their 
hostility to all opposition to their tyranny, what masquerades as a 'humanitarian' order of love; peace 
and unity but which is merely a hypocritical facade for jewish supremacism.

Money over blood, green over white-these are the traitorous loyalties the boys in green and blue have 
over and against their own kind. Through the mind control of their training and indoctrination they 
become bound to the state which is the basis of their identity as a 'law enforcement officer' enforcing 
the Talmudic laws, the Noahide laws, which create the two tiered society of jewish hegemony over the 
non-jewish mixed multitude of raceless, sexless drone workers. A self-conception as an 'elite', a better 
trained, physically superlative and mentally elevated being posited over and against the 'pobel volk', 
especially the white poor the police are crafted to be bricks in the wall of Solomon's temple through the
classical conditioning procedure and erasing whatever prior history and allegiance they may have had 
to their heritage, identity and racial kinsfolk. Thus they become de facto freemasons, fellow builders of 
the tower of babel, international cosmopolitans whose loyalty lies with the world order.

The procedure of the jewish tyrants in mind controlling the enforcers of their laws in 'its a real lie' 
(israel) further underscores their freemasonic affiliation (given that jerusalem is intended by the jewish 
elite to be the capital of their tyranny through the U.N; that also one of the most significant lodges of 
the world is located in 'its-a-lie') and that whatever previous 'identity' the young recruit is attached to 
will be severed from them and another conferred upon them as they are fired in the oven of Pavlov to 
be another cubus in the temple of Solomon, having been reshaped to serve the jews' agenda.

This is the reason also that a) the recruits are increasingly being shifted around the world to white 
countries (negro; arab and chinese police officers, etc.) and whites are being relocated around the 
country wherever they are 'needed'; ie. wherever the jew wants them to be, namely as far away from 
their ancestral ties as possible so that they can be bound to their new identity based upon their job 
capacity as a 'law enforcer' rather than as an enforcer of justice in their own communities where their 
role would be legitimate if and only if the law corresponded to Natural/Divine Law.
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To relocate people around large land areas is exactly what the jews did in the soviet union which was a 
policy of Stalin for the purpose of breaking up communities and attempting to recreate organically 
developed communities and personalities as the 'Soviet man', the international raceless, sexless member
of the communist international.

At this juncture in history such a process masquerades under the banner 'democracy' and purports, as it 
did then, to be a beacon of light to the world but is rather the false light of the world order and a beacon
of illusion leading one to crash into the rocks and become shipwrecked and stranded in the J.O.G gulag.

The newly shaped personality of the jogbot instills in his hyper-rational darth vader-like consciousness,
a psychopathy, a lack of Other-regard (sympathy), the latter being replaced by a cold-hearted 'empathy' 
that merely creates the appearance of humanitarian inclination. Thus the jogbot has been recast in the 
mold of the jewish lucifer, fired by the influence of monetary gain and incentive, the golden chains 
which binds them to the cabal. Perhaps and most likely the police are sufficiently legitimate in some 
things (eg. drug busts...? unless they facilitate the drug trade...?) to convince the brain polluted 
government worshipping masses that their place is necessary for the latter's 'safety and security'. Of 
course such safety and security could easily but for their brain pollution be ensured through the 
citizenry themselves being their own enforcers enforcing just laws that correspond with that of the 
Divine supreme being. However first the tyranny of Babylon must be broken before the 'maintenant le 
droit' can be a reality.

The more federalized and centralized power the more corrupt when controlled by the jew. Thus we see 
the secret police of the RCMP in Canada operating in virtually untouchable fashion with no checks and 
balances to keep them from running roughshod over the populace just as in the time of the soviet 
regime with horse riding commissars casting peasants aside as they grabbed their bushels of grain and 
tax money-just as in the dark ages or at any point where the jew uses his thugs to exploit the peasantry 
through development of endless laws and bylaws with correlative fines attached for failure to pay.

At this time such 'enforcement' of payment comes in the form of speed traps and 'proactive policing'-
the development of an infinitely complex system of rules and correlative monetary penalties all 
following the general principle of the highway robber: "you're money or your life" a typically jewish 
character trait. Jail or prison, community service; criminal records; demerit points, etc. are all the 
bludgeon held over the head of the masses and in the hand of the 'law enforcement officer' whose 
means of existence is derived through demonstration of the power of the sovereign or the jew to the 
king (Rothschild, etc.). The identity of the police officer being bound up with enforcement of all laws 
emanating from this luciferian source, the thug is eager for blood even if it be of their own kind for 
their loyalties have been transferred through mind control from the blood memory to the seething 
power of lucifer and the currency of the world order, namely mammon and the temporal power of the 
synagogue of satan.
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HUMAN SHIELDS: COPS

The function of police is to enforce the law. That is all. no law, made by finite and fallible mortals can 
ever approximate the laws of God, ie. the structure of the sum total of Being. Therefore all laws made 
by mortals are at best pale reflections of the Divine Will mediated through their finite consciousness 
and imposed upon others. This necessarily violates the autonomy of others but such a violation or more
properly 'imposition' may be just or unjust should it cohere with the Divine Will (the harmony of 
existence) creating greater harmony than less, it may be called 'just', should it not cohere with the 
Divine Will it is 'unjust'.

The laws of society are to be enforced by those who mediate at the most concrete level between the 
powerless serf caste of proletarian workers and the powerful ruling caste who determine via legislation 
what constitutes law, what is 'prohibited'; 'mandated' (obligatory) and 'permitted' (neither prohibited nor
mandatory). The laws of men (of those physical beings that are called 'men' colloquially) are an 
extrapolation of their own essence manifesting itself in the form of a system of rules (law) of 
commands of 'thou shalts' and 'thou shalt nots' and the minions who serve as the iron heel that inter-
relates with the slave class of proletarian serfs are called 'police'; 'gendarmerie', etc. they whose duty it 
is to 'enforce' via physical, tangible force (hence the iron heel) the 'law' of the particular, finite and 
fallible beings who manufacture these laws.

Hence the police are neither inherently 'just' nor inherently 'unjust' but are an instrumental mechanism 
of the enforcement of law. This means that the quality of the law determines the justice or injustice of 
its proper enforcement and the quality of the police, should they properly enforce the law, according to 
their proper capacity is determined by the quality of the law, whether they in their enforcement of 'the 
law' may be spoken of as acting justly or unjustly.

In the postmodern world of chaos they who manufacture the law are unjust an therefore police must 
necessarily be unjust in their implementation of the unjust law, though that law be represented as 'just' 
according to the distorted construal of its manufacturers and their mouthpieces the political whores and 
mind manipulators in the media who 'manufacture' the consent of the broad mass of proletarian serfs to 
their own enslavement, the standard excuse for the imposition of a despotism such as that of today.

The police have the role of enforcing law. The laws of postmodernity are largely 'unjust' according to 
Cosmic law/the Divine Will. The laws serve the parasitical elite and enable them to enslave and exploit 
the population, deriving the sweat of their brow and the life's blood they possess on lease to their slave 
masters. The unjust laws make the actions of the police unjust to the extent they deviate from the 
Divine Will and transgress it. The safety and security provided to the public to enforce their laws of 
parasitism. The police are paid to prevent the proletarian caste from rebelling against the law (the 
shackle which binds them to the wheel of 'industry', of 'public service' in the form of the subsistence 
wage) and to keep them enchained to the wheel.
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The police are human shields of the parasitical elite and cater to their paymaster under the guise of 
'serving and protecting' the 'population'. It is only a hypocritical 'service and protection' which is 
employed in inter-relations with the average everyday serf. Those who have money in a plutocracy 
such as today are the wire pullers who determine who shall stand and fall. But it is those who are jews 
who employ money as a mechanism of enslavement. This implicates them as the ultimate power and 
despotic elite.

The laws manufactured by the jews according to their man-god ideology of Torah and talmud posit 
themselves as mediators of the Divine Will, which they in their arrogance would claim a monopoly on. 
The boys in blue serve the jew and anyone who exposes; critiques or even by virtue of their very 
existence offends the jew is targeted by the police for destruction at their hands if not only harassment 
and persecution.

As society slips ever downward into the pit of the Kali Yuga and chaos amplifies in logarithmic fashion
the jew has unmasked his brutal will and removed the kid gloves in which he had concealed his 'iron 
fist' under the illusory regime of 'freedom' called liberal democracy which was used as a disintegrative 
solvent of white society.

He employs his police slaves to harass and sabotage any and all who in the slightest disagree with his 
plans for global dominion. He confers, he imposes terrorism against his critics, he in other words uses 
any and all means to enforce his despotism and now that he has near total power he is employing his 
thugs as goon squads to tear apart the remainder of whites.

He understands at a basic level that the consciousness of all organisms seeks themselves and in the case
of those under the influence of his mind control seek themselves before their own and thus sell 
themselves to their pay master for short term self interest. What they fail to understand but what the 
jew does understand is that his human shields are  a threat to the jew and thus he must replace them as 
quickly as possible with others who are more easily controllable and under his thumb by virue of their 
relative lack of power.

Hence he conscripts into his ranks copious droves of non-whites, especially those who are crypto jew 
mongrel hybrids and who are under the control of his christian mind program. Through this means 
these human shields are more effectively controlled and he can weed out those who are his arch 
nemesis, they who have a sense of identity and regard for their own Tradition especially-even those 
who violate their identity but are clever enough to outwit him even if only in potentia and to maintain 
the right of their traditional ancestral territory and culture which he seeks to destroy and assimilate into 
himself as the despot of the earth. 
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Hence he would, if he got that far, simply shoot the white police in the back or give them a 'vaccination'
filled with bioweapons, a means of eliminating his competition for power. Such is his intention and 
probable means of effecting this end. His laws and his enforcers are for him mere ephemera as the laws
already extent are established purely for the destruction of white society and in the case of some as a 
purely negative antipode to hs own intended torah and talmud (noahide laws) which he seeks to impose
and reify through the dialectical process: creating leftism (communitarianism; communism; liberalism) 
as a gradualistic disintegrative process for the erasure of white civilization which has largely already 
been supplanted with a voodoo doll of itself and into which he insists on continuing to insert his pins of
social chaos.

The human shields the police are his instruments of perpetuation of this chaos and are imposed upon 
the population to hold them down and facilitate their genocide of the white race after which they 
themselves would be destroyed as obsolete tools in his dialectic: the human shields, should they have 
any sense of self-preservation must recognize that their future is bound up with that of their own kind 
and should they not take action in opposing their masters they will be cast into the flames when the jew
no longer has need of them as human shields.

ASSASSINATION

Given the diabolic nature of the cabal, that its members are a den of thieves amongst whom there is no 
honor, it stands to reason that recourse is often had to the elimination of those who impede their 
protocols both within and without their sinister secret societies. "Dead men tell no tales" and once one 
of their members goes rogue or an outsider stumbles upon insider knowledge which is proprietary and 
'need to know' then those who have violated the 'sanctity' of the inner sanctum are dispatched through 
the assassin's bag of tricks; poison, a bullet, etc.

In today's allegedly open and participatory society where power has become more dispersed amongst 
the populace the cabal has had to conceal its operations when the possibility of exposure occurs to the 
light of day though the members revealing secrets that would threaten the absolutism of the cabal. 
Hence it must masquerade as a benevolent influence and through this influence put forth the pretense of
rendering assistance while in reality precipitating genocide against whole peoples and nations and 
snuffing out dissidents on the sly through drugs (pharmaceuticals); vaccines, etc. which are represented
as the fountain of life but are in reality the fountain of death.

The psychiatrist and 'mental health' worker of today play the role of a cabal spy whose role is to 
enforce compliance with the cabal's dictates (communist party platform; protocols of the elders of zion,
etc.) and failure on the part of the 'client' or prisoner (for all who are concerned through economic 
incentives or through threat of legal action, etc. for previous 'transgressions' against the prevailing 
moral dogma of contemporary society) to readjust themselves as another brick in the wall of Solomon's
temple are then subjected to further limitation of their liberty through implicit threat of police state 
retaliation or having economic benefits taken from them, etc. (eg. welfare; housing subsidies, etc.).
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If the 'client' persists in opposition to the cabal he is then, if the cabal deems it sufficiently worthy of 
the risk, labelled 'mentally ill' and forcibly medicated to the point of being rendered a vegetable such as
in the case of Francis Farmer, etc. 

Thus in this form of covert hypocrisy assassination operates to eliminate potential or actual dissidents 
be they actually 'violent' or 'inciting violence' or merely articulating the problems of society and 
'violent' here meaning whatever violates the cabal's tyranny and undermines the pillars of Solomon's 
temple through generating cracks in the unsound architecture.

The police state is the perpetual presence which is forever spying on the 'goyim' to enforce conformity. 
However the police sate's operatives are not only or exclusively police but rather the entirety of the 
bureaucracy of the state which can properly be spoken of as the communist party or 'the party' but 
which operates as of this time according to the gradualism of marxist dialectics in a covert manner 
under the pretense of 'humanity' etc.

From the school bus driver and the crossing guard peering out at random people as 'potential 
pedophiles' to the social workers and security guards to the firemen and etc.-all are conscripted spies 
whose identity is bound up with the state and who are conditioned through the 'indoctrination'/skool 
system to enforce the plans of the communist manifesto and the 'multicultist' agenda of mongrelization 
and white genocide.

All are useful in informing the secret police on the iconoclasts who are immediately suspected of being 
a dissident, a 'hater', a 'drug dealer' or a 'pedophile', if for example they walk past a school or refuse to 
give a friendly look at a non-white and allow themselves to be manipulated as a cucked white capon, a 
castrated mangina.

This coterie of spies are the net, the dragnet of the police state and are brainwashed by the jew media to
grovel in the dust before 'public authority' or raw power and attempt to inflate their sense of self-worth 
through affiliation therewith.

Thus they are instruments that enable the capture of dissidents who are then brought to the cabal to be 
'shaped' into the perfect ashlar or 'cubus' in the fires of their mind control and failing that are recorded 
and given the mark of cain, cast out of the 'paradise' (really an inferno) of the liberal social-democratic 
society that constitutes the matrix of the cabal who are are the puppet masters who shepherd the sheep 
in their electromagnetic pen.

Those dissidents who are considered enough of a threat are terminated either through a black ops or 
secrete service or police operative with a bullet or are imprisoned in a psychiatric ward and rendered a 
vegetable through 'pharmakeia', the Greek word meaning 'black magic' which is what the noxious 
nostrums of the black magician pharmacist are, mere mind destroying drugs through perverse 
modification of physiological processes.
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Of course these diabolical chemists have recourse, once the dissident is sequestered behind public view,
to yet more sinister medicaments such as acids; particle beam weapons; which they use to destroy brain
tissue, etc. and or lobotomized, etc. electroshock, etc. through publicly these torturous implements of 
destruction are considered illegal they are almost certainly used in clandestine underground 
laboratories, underground in the sense of out of the public eye.

Thus assassination is always a recourse of the cabal who stops at nothing to ensure their sinister 
machinations are concealed so as to prevent any detachment from the system on the part of the 'goyim' 
who are the human batteries to which they the members of the cabal are attached and from whom they 
derive their life's blood.

PLAY BE WHOSE RULES?

The system (J.O.G-jewish occupation government) insists that its serfs play by the endless rules it 
creates: a perpetual generation of onerous obligations, permission (subject to yet more obligations, eg. 
fees, etc. and restriction and qualifications subject themselves to the whims of the dictatorial elite who 
they must still have not have had the capacity to identify either through cowardice or the confusion of 
causes and dialectical shifting and scapegoating so that subcauses, eg. Islam; liberalism, etc. become 
the focus in place of the cause of jewish supremacy which is itself traceable to a distinct and 
identifiable group of biological entities called jews by their own admission).

These endless rules; regulations; permission and prohibitions derived from modal logic constitute the 
logic and lucifer, the totalitarian man-god rule by the jews over all who are relegated to the level of 
'goyim'. The rules are posited as creative acts ex nihilo brought into being through god like emanations 
from the collective consciousness of jewry which is the earthly representation of lucifer who is their 
father. These laws, etc., become endowed in the media the jews control (and the hollow halls of 
akadumbia they also control) with an aureole of high, lofty moral character as if the mere questioning 
of these laws was a sacrilegious act by virtue of its contestation of the will of the self-deified jewish 
supremacist who exalts himself as the be all and the end all of humanity (looking upon himself as the 
only human on earth according to his talmudic religious philosophy, the teachings of men who would 
be god). Thus to contest the laws of the jews is to question the creation of God in the jew world order's 
eyes.

The rules arbitrarily invented by jewish gangland, by the governmental mafia they constitute are 
themselves, by virtue of their deviant content enabling sodomy; pedophilia; race-mixing adulteration of
the seed lines created by God, a perverse amalgamation of kinds. Given that all laws of the jews are 
those of anti-christ and are anti-christian it follows from the premises that those who adhere to such 
laws serve the antichrist and are thus satanists whereas those who are the rebels against the rebel (the 
jewish version of lucifer) are those who adhere to the straight and narrow path of righteousness and 
thus are the true upholders of the law.
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It follows further that given that the laws of the of the jews are against the laws of God that they are of 
no force or effect in the spiritual realm or dimension but are merely arbitrary dictates that can be 
juxtaposed in codicils and law books and imposed upon the broad masses and serve as the cover for the
arbitrary and capricious will of the despots. Thus to play by the rules of despots in order to be deemed a
'good citizen' makes of one more citizen of despotism a citizen slave who subordinates himself in 
slavishness to the will of his master for a scooby snack.

"DO SOMETHING!"

The agent provacateurs of the J.O.G (jewish occupation government) system are perpetually attempting
to encourage the naive youth to 'Do something!' which translates cryptically to actions of a Timothy 
Mcveigh-style psyop only acted out in real time. This the jews and their cronies would love as it gives 
them fodder for their grist mill, enables them to raise the plaintive cry of "Oi!Oi! Oi! Never again! 
Never Again!" and portray all of that which is not heterosexual, white and male as victims of all of that 
which is heterosexual white and male, thus creating a villain vs. victim dynamic and representing 
themselves as justified, according to the 'morality' of self defense against aggressors.

To 'Do Something!" in this context against a powerful opponent would make sense only when the 
collective which one claims to represent is insufficiently desperate circumstances to warrant this 
desperate measure. However this is in no way the time for such things and should such a time occur it 
will be only amidst extreme chaos that is palpable for oneself in his own particular place- a chaos that 
can be observed from a boots on the ground perspective and cross referenced with others in different 
regions via CB radio or other communications modalities. To "Do Something!" at a time when food 
and shelter are readily available and when an entire spy grid is established with cameras; drones; police
helicopters operating and subjecting the population to surveillance round the clock would be a foolish 
endeavor.

One should, if he would contemplate such a course of action, judge things by their fruits, ie. by the 
consequences of whether or not it would be overall beneficial rather than overall detrimental for the 
individual to "Do Something!"-overall in relation to the fourteen words and adjusted to adhere to the 
twenty three words: "What is good for the white race is of the highest virtue and what is bad for the 
white race is the ultimate sin".

Doing something that would probably be criminal and which would expose one to the scrutiny of J.O.G
is advisable only when "desperate times call for desperate measures" and the outcome whether one 
lives or dies as an individual is overall better than worse, all things being taken into consideration in 
terms of factors : causalities; the significance of the target or targets; the harm and costs that one and 
one's own must incur as a provable consequence. Thus one must deliberate and subject all of his actions
and omissions related to the proposed course of action to prudential calculus, a rigorous cost benefit 
analysis before deciding to "Do Something!".

The circumstances of the individual and the individual himself determine the course of action-to act or 
to forbear from action. The prudent and courageous act with deliberation and abide by the maxim of 
Aristotle: " When a man has a goal and the means to its attainment, straightway he acts" (Ignoratio 
Elenchus, "On Sophistical Refutations").
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"Do Something!"-yes but do something prudent and effective not foolish and done in the heat of the 
moment, else one follows the course of Icaras and falls from the sky having neglected the wise man 
who advised him of the consequences of his actions when he attempted to fly towards the sun on wings
of wax and fell to the craggy rocks below under the heat of the sun.

SAFETY AND SECURITY

One of the mantras of postmodern society is that of 'safety and security', a phrase which purports to 
convey a message of state protectionism that the state and its apparatchiks the police, military and 
private security forces are carrying out a maternal function of being a caregiver for the proletarian tax 
slaves whose existence is thereby enabled to continuance.

The provision of this 'security' of course claims to be causally bound up with safety such that a spy 
society and totalitarian nanny state wherein all members are observed, monitored in a panopticon style 
open air prison serves as the guarantor of safety: the safety of the individual cog in the machine. Safety 
at this price may guarantee some degree of physical safety but the cost outweighs the benefits on one's 
psychological health and freedom to have privacy and self-determination.

Indeed, one is legally prohibited from ensuring his own safety and that of his community through force 
of arms to keep in check his fellow citizen and to curtail the hegemony of the nanny state in its 
intrusion into all facets of life. Safety here is not balanced with liberty but rather is a straightjacket 
which negates liberty. The nanny state and its operatives encroach upon the mind of the citizenry 
through such ludicrous laws as 'hate speech' and implicit censorship of publications, through monopoly 
control of all organs of information from media to book publishers to internet to so-called educational 
institutions.

They provide what is called 'security' under the guise of ensuring safety and succeeded in providing 
nothing but statist tyranny as statistics prove, more crime exists in areas where the citizenry are 
unarmed and thus easy targets for criminals who care nothing for the law given that they are criminals 
and of course exist at enmity with the 'good citizen sheep' who follow every jot and title of every 
dictate of the powers that be as means of receiving their turn at the trough on the animal farm.

Thus 'safety' simply means the illusion of safety as the citizens are hamstrung by the police state from 
self defense as they would be construed as criminals in doing so employing whatever correspondent 
level of force is necessary to counter the force of the criminal element in actua or potentia, in an actual 
confrontation or in the daily course of their lives possessing the means thereto, eg. carrying a gun for 
protection.
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In order for the citizens to have safety they must live in a society comprised of an ethnically 
homogeneous group and thus the police state under the multicultural nanny state regime prohibits even 
going so far as to criminalize the expression of the desire of whites to live in an area exclusively white 
and excluding non-white intruders which the nanny state imposes upon them at the point of a gun, 
thereby negating their freedom of association and under the guise of safety generating unsafe 
conditions through the melting pot of non-white savagery they impose upon the population who, but for
the claims of enforcing through security forces that safety would be able to enforce their own 
demographic homogeneity through excluding others.

Given that the claims to using security as a means of ensuring safety are refuted by the facts the 
question must be asked: for what purpose does the police state apparatus exist? Qui bono, is the 
question that must be asked and the answer is: the moneyed and wealthy elements, specifically the jew 
who lives invariably in an exclusive area (their shtetl) and crowds out others through their monopoly of
the real estate marker and control of the state through zoning and decision making as to where the non-
white criminal element is deposited like so much waste matter onto the white picket fence of the white 
society. This white picket fence is, through the arbitrary fiat of the jew, bulldozed down and that in the 
name of 'inclusiveness' and 'integration' and various other nebulous and meaningless emotive terms 
which have become associated in the popular mind with the 'good' through classical conditioning in the
propaganda distributed by the organs of information.

'Security' is necessary for the privileged few, the jews and their shabbos goyim who, in their 
psychopathic egocentrism condemn all others to the slave pits as proletarian untermenschen and 
prejudicially restrict their access to the land of milk and honey which their ancestors created. This 
oligarchy of parasites has monopolized for themselves and done so though nepotism, classism and its 
enforcement through the police state who masquerade as bestowers of the virtue of safety while 
simultaneous serving as spies and enforcers of the tyranny of the system, however much good they may
do within the context of the system, working within its grooves as themselves chattel slaves controlled 
by the oligarchy, only elevated above the average slave through being endowed with greater physical 
power-the power of detention; arrest; and execution within the parameters of their function and the 
extent it can be gotten away with and/or serves the oligarchs.

The security forces serve their parasite masters and enforce the slavery of their subordinates who are 
posited over and against them in an antagonistic relationship. The oligarchs understand the necessity of 
ensuing that their attack dogs are well fed and treated with adequate decency to ensure their loyalty else
they might eventually turn on their masters if the scale of pleasure of benefit is outweighed by that of 
pain or loss. To ensure their loyalty further they create all manner of events; insignia and exclusive 
clubs for their dogs so that they will find therein a sense of superiority relative to the public, the 
'civvies' as they condescendingly refer to them who are look upon and assessed on the basis of their 
socio-economic function beyond which a mere nullity, an 'individual' whose identity is of no 
consequence as all value is inherent in the state and granted thereby.
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The lowest caste, especially that of the white population justifiably looks upon those of this higher 
caste, especially the whites who have cast them into pits, as an enemy, and the police state apparatus as 
nothing more than a cadre of jailers in the open air prions of society. Being monitored and spied on all 
day and night not only creates a mental state of slavishness, but of the feeling of being a criminal such 
that those who occupy this level of society can't help but look upon it as an enemy of themselves: 
"Dives et Pauper Inimici!" (the rich and the poor are enemies) as the Roman philosopher once said.

The artificial divide created by the jew between the rich and the poor is another deliberate attempt to 
divide and conquer and the police state security forces exist in large part to subjugate the underclass 
under their iron heel and keep them slaving for those at the higher levels who parasitize their labor. In a
just society of course the lowly peasants would be elevated by society and would be empowered to 
ensure their enhancement which would enhance the whole in a holistic society where society 
constitutes an organic state of biologically homogenous elements differentiated and stratified on the 
basis of merit in a naturalistic hierarchical structure. This is not to say that police and military would 
not exist as anyone of the citizens demonstrating merit would be eligible to undergo police training and
be endowed with the superlative rights of police powers if and only if it served the state and its people 
creating an overall general harmony.

MILITARY MINDED

"Military People are just dumb, stupid animals used as pawns in foreign policy"-Henry Kissinger

It must be admitted that the jew Kissinger is at least partially right in his assessment of military people-
that they are indeed tools or pawns on the chessboard used in foreign policy given that as Karl von 
Klauswitz said, war is merely politics carried on through other means than diplomacy and military 
people are the instruments of war.

They are thus pawns on the chessboard of geopolitics manipulated by the hidden hand the jewdeo-
freemason architects of control to facilitate their agenda according to game theoretic scenarios they 
devise according to their blue prints and protocols. Thus military people are means, instruments.

All wear a 'uniform' which is a symbol of their conformity, all individual differences erased to the level 
of the psyche and personality which, through the training-its trauma based mind control becomes 
restructured according to the model or template the oligarchs have designed in their think tanks. The 
regimentation of life via communal living at least during basic training standardizes the personality and
subjects it to that restructuring process, weeding out those not susceptible to that process and 
conditioning the recruit to bind themselves through the trauma based mind control to the organization 
as a unit within the larger unit, wearing a 'uniform' which effaces difference and engenders conformity.

This is not to imply criticism or to cast aspersions of that function of a society that is so vital to the 
existence of any nation state of any people, be it a ragbag of disparate so-called races (volk chaos) as in
all westernized judaized societies existent today or those of an ethnically homogeneous identity. it must
be granted that the existence of a nation state necessitates defense against enemies foreign and 
domestic.
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This implies a military to implement physical force against those enemies as means of their subjugation
and the maintenance and continuance of a stable and functioning society. Order of course presupposes a
qualitative form of order and it is that which determines the value of a nation and by extension the 
value (and for whom?) of the military which manifests that order.

At this time the order in white created societies is that seviceable to the jews and non-whites as well as 
all of those whites form more privileged classes who benefit from the antiwhite society at least within 
the short term. Thus the military serves the anti-white agenda and is compromised in large party of 
non-whites who have been installed around the world to enforce the tyranny in the name of quelling 
unrest and maintaining this order which at present bears the title 'democracy' which is more or less code
speak for the formation of a militarized cesspool of goyim controlled form above at the point of a gun 
by the police and military forces, the 'dumb'; 'stupid, animals" Kissinger asperses.

But are they the enforcers of the system's laws, all so dumb and stupid, so 'animalistic'? It may be an 
accurate statement as applied to some but overall this demographic is probably of above average 
intelligence which admittedly is not saying anything entirely good or bad given that the average person 
of the J.O.G (jewish occupation government) is a admittedly of a very low calibre of conscious 
awareness.

However it is the writer's opinion that the average system enforcer is of a respectable level of 
intelligence, a shrewd and rational being albeit not necessarily operating at the level of a profound 
philosophy or genius though exception to the rule apply. There are of course exceptions in both cases: 
with the system enforcers being inclined to a psychopathic self-interest, a 'kill for thrills' type of 
personality on the one hand and a self-sacrificial, noble altruism (at least in theory) on the other. The 
average system enforcer may be inclined at times in either direction and this may pose a danger to the 
public. This especially in the case of non-white operatives being used as instruments against the white 
populations as was the sniper operative Lon Horiuchi who assassinated Vicky Weaver and her child in 
1992 at Ruby Ridge. However as in the case of the hired operatives who burnt David Koresh and his 
group in Waco, Texas it is not merely non-white operatives who are an existential threat but whites as 
well, those who, presumably through their corruption via freemasonry have gone the route of the 
psychopath and operate as an instrument of the J.O.G color blind to whomever their masters point them
towards.

Indeed it is the system enforce who, paradoxically under the J.O.G (jewish occupation government), 
poses the greatest threat to (((safety and security)))) for white people given that they are obligated 
according to their function to carry out their orders and to attempt to 'hide behind their badge'-'just 
following orders' as the agents of Ruby Ridge and Waco, at the Bundy Ranch in recent years and 
probably countless other travesties of justice have done. Though they are instruments they are not 
completely devoid of independent will and thus are causal agents of karma, their actions and omissions 
generating certain consequences which caromb against themselves. Those most psychopathic would 
attempt to sear or via certain freemasonic rituals would have developed a seared conscience 
nonetheless receive their karmic blowback.
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It must be acknowledged observer of biospiritual realities will understands, that blood is thicker than 
water (currency, lucre) and that the paychecks from J.O.G could never override the wages of sin one 
receives through going against one's own blood. Thus such a one can draw an inference: that blood ties 
supercede mere ideological ties and certainly loyalty between agent and principle as in the case of the 
system enforcers and their jewish masters who they are forced under the current regime to serve,. 
Accordingly at whatever point in the disintegration of the system. itself inevitable, blood will flow and 
those who side against their kind will be on the side of no one-thus racial loyalty will prove the most 
prudent course even for the purely self-interested psychopath who has seared his conscience to the ties 
of blood and has become blinded by the flash of his badge and to reality itself at a higher level of unity 
by the trauma based mind control of his programming.

(((LAW))): SELECTIVE ENFORCEMENT

The J.O.G (jewish occupation government) system represents itself as the paragon of objectivity and 
'tolerance'; 'fairness'; and 'justice' in the sense of absurdly attempting (or hypocritically pretending to 
attempt) to equalize the unequal as if this could ever be achieved.

Hypocritically indeed as the implementation of what it calls 'justice' is merely the coercion of the state 
using its agents to physically impose upon the population, the mixed multitude, a balance of justice that
lowers whites to the level (and below) of the savage hordes who are imposed upon them by the jews 
and their shabbos goyim and thus the whites are subject to the same treatment, the same punishments as
the beast races. At least de jure but not de re for the penalties imposed upon whites extend far beyond 
this such that the white man is treated worse than any nigger in the jungle.

The process the jews have historically used to impose this state of affairs on whites was as follows:

1) grant non-whites 'emancipation', ie. elevated status;

2) establish an equal standard under the facade of equal rights, under the pretense of rectifying the 
balance of 'justice'. This presupposes of course that an equilibrium could ever be established between 
whites and non-whites, that there could ever be any equality between the two as they are obviously 
distinct species incompatible with one another and thus would not ever be able to establish any balance 
of justice that relates to both in its equal application.

The claims of the J.O.G system to 'equality' of rights and treatment is disproven factually: the non-
whites being the veritable embodiment of crime conventionally so-called: those acts or omissions 
relating to harming others (rape; robbery; assault; murder; theft; purgery; violent and white collar 
crime-embezzlement; graft; larceny, etc.).
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That the non-whites are the criminal element in large part is palpable to all but the reality deniers who 
hide away in cowardice in their privileged enclaves all the while pontificating about 'humanity; rights; 
equality; social justice', etc. all of which rhetoric leads to the surreal balance of justice reminiscent of 
an M.C.Escher painting wherein the scales of justice are an obscenely distorted caricature of those of a 
codex justinianus or a law code of manu that forces upon whites harsh measures and virtually 
criminalizes his every breath and footstep whilst ignoring and giving a free pass to the revolving door 
recidivism of the non-white beastman and his behavior which is inherently 'criminal'.

The standards are established overtime by jewish supremacist justices to gradually liberate non-white 
criminality (niggers gong ape without consequences) and to restrict to the degree of a straight jacket the
natural behavior of whites, paradoxically born of a sense of Truth and justice which enables the non-
whites to have freedom in the first place, which then was used against the whites to harm them and to 
serve the jews in increasing their power share at the expense of their host.

The penalties the jews impose on natural white behavior (behavior typically just and correspondent 
with the sum total) are designed to declaim the white man so that he can be rendered a docile slave in 
the jews; system being denied an ability to have his own through (and by extension denied an ability to 
formulate his own thoughts) and thus denied an ability to verbalize his understanding of the injustice of
the system and its hidden rulers. 

From this point the jewish supreme court justices establish yet further laws which dispossess whites of 
any power they may have to oppose the jews' system: firearms related laws that grab the guns from the 
white man's hands; expropriation of property-laws which steal his shelter and means to earn a 
livelihood (eg. farms; businesses, etc.); taxes, etc. All of these laws serve to enslave and steal from the 
white man who has been reduced to the level of a tax slave who has imposed upon him the mark of 
cain as a 'sinner' who must perpetually expiate his sins for the alleged sins of his fathers.

The selective law enforcement on the part of the J.O.G threatens the very existence of the white man 
even in his current capacity as a pusillanimous slave to the J.O.G system. The laws established in 
effect, in their application through the legal system and the arms of the system the police, give a free 
pass to jews to do what they will and to escape punishment for their own visitation of harm onto the 
populace.

The non-whites who are the pets of the system are given similar treatment through receiving a 
modicum of punishment as a means of portraying them as victims of the alleged 'white supremacist 
system' which is simultaneously jewish supremacist. The reduced punishment they receive in the name 
of fairness in merely a means the jew employs to further disempower harm and ultimately destroy 
white society and whites on a physical basis.

The whites are thus castrated and the non-whites empowered while the jew sits back and plays 
ringmaster putting non-white an white in the octagon of his slave matrix. The next step already taken 
by the jew in his genocide agenda is to portray whites as terrorists in his legal system, to qualify and 
designate, to stigmatize whites as a terroristic element and thus to drag them out to public executioners'
block for sacrifice on the altar of (((humanity))) in reality on the altar of jewish supremacism. The jew's
intentions are to destroy the greatest threat to their tyranny, those acquainted with Truth and Reality, 
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those who are able to attune themselves understandingly to Being and to thereby adjust themselves 
with it in a harmonious manner such that they and they alone can implement what can truly be called 
justice on the earth as it is in heaven (ie. as it is in the realm of eternal forms) not the pseudo justice of 
surrealism in the world of illusion the jew manipulates as his matricized machine of reality distortion 
and enslavement on that basis.

The jews are on the cusp of bringing about their race war for the purpose of engineering their Zion 
government. The most effective way of establishing this is to employ the arms of the state against the 
white population and to legitimatize their preemptive strike against the white population, using their 
boots on the ground jews to spy on and rat to the police any white man who criticizes the government 
and may have firearms or an ability to employ their status or money against the jewish system. This 
frame up action on the part of the jews, in accordance with the false flag operation of the J.O.G and 
their black ops operatives, serves the purpose of striking against the whites in the name of 'safety and 
security' portraying the white population as terrorists and creating the notion that such a thereof 
actually exists when in reality it is a mere simulacrum, a simulated false reality, illusion. These illusions
the jews make in their media and through their control of the organs of the state (police; military, etc.) 
are utilized to prop up their other illusion of 'the rule of law' which is merely the codification of the 
jews' will-what they want and their self-legitimation or authorization of their intentions.

This has been their modus operandi throughout history and to this day remains the same. After coming 
to power and gaining the means to propagandize to a large enough audience (or through rumor 
mongering) to construct mass opinion and foment chaos in white society such that the white ruling 
class is decapitated and the masses are rendered mere slaves. Now after the bloody trek of the jew 
through the ages the entire white race faces extinction at the hands of the jewish police state and the 
greedy hands of the savage hordes who are conscripted to serve as the cats paw to draw chestnuts from 
the white fire for the jew. The non-whites serve as a stick the jew uses to poke at the white lion in the 
cage and, when the lion acts up and attempts to grab the stick the jewish zookeeper has his underlings 
cattle prod and tranquilize the lion.

This is the situation of the present time-the white man, like the Palestinians is in the crosshairs of the 
jewish controlled police state and is the primary target. The instigation by the jew of his distortion of 
facts and his false flag black ops operations is designed with extreme prejudice and malice 
aforethought to set up and attack the white race as a collective eliminating first and foremost all of the 
white men who have a sufficiently healthy mind and who have no willingness to be enslaved-
accordingly the greatest threat to the jew-without whom there would be no safety and security for the 
remainder of the white population.

The police and military members who are of this nature which the jew can detect through his cunning 
jewdar are those targeted first and foremost for termination from their job capacity and or demotion or 
no promotion as means of neutralizing their influence and thus further reducing the power of the white 
population enabling the triumph of the jew.
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Those police and military the jew wishes to keep around are those who have no regard for their own 
kind or at least a sufficient disregard that they will have a willingness to carry out orders against their 
own race and thus serve as a cats paw for the jews. The jew desires his shabbos goyim (stupid animals) 
to be a purely hypocritical, self-serving degenerate susceptible of corruption. Beyond this he is 
interested in accommodating his christian slaves who, if at all sincere or capable of sincerity, are bound
to him as iron filings to a magnet and are incapable of giving up their loyalty to the jew and disloyalty 
to their own kind.

Thus the useful idiots the jew desires to keep around and serve his agenda are those foremost who 
worship him as a slave (christians) and at present but not for long those who are merely hypocritical 
humanists and self-serving egotists which latter he would attempt to exterminate using his non-white 
slaves or even his white christian slaves ('there is neither jew nor greek'), in his intended Zion 
government. Thus it would behoove the iron heel enforcers who have sufficient prudence to understand
the meaning of the phrase: "with jews, yo lose" and the selectivity of law enforcement and built in 
biases of what masquerades as 'law' in the J.O.G system are signs of worse things to come for the white
man. Thus, as the ultimate conclusion, if one is white one is either pro-white (having preferential 
regard for and exclusive loyalty of one's own kind) or he is anti-white and would be terminated not 
merely from his job capacity by the jew should the jew over-run but would be terminated tout court in 
front of a firing squad or be dragged out to the public square for the guillotines and the sinners of blood
the jews intend to unleash upon the world.

Selective law enforcement is merely one mechanism amongst countless others the jew uses to harm the 
white population. The manufacture of perverse laws based upon the dogma of egalitarianism is another.
The laws are bad enough but that they are biased in application makes them infinitely worse for the 
white men which is the jews design. The blueprint of the jew reveals what he would bring into the 
world: white genocide as necessary condition of the establishment of the "jewish utopia" a totalitarian 
slave state reminiscent of the state of israel sprawling over the earth like Mordor in J.R.R Tolkein's 
"The Lord of the Rings". It is the self-serving nature of the white upper class and diabolical plans 
which has led things to the point where the white man is backed into a corner and must be either burnt 
at the stake like the Weavers at Ruby Ridge or else he must come out fighting. The laws of nature 
mandate one's own survival, the laws of J.O.G his death. Should he wish to live he must fight prudently
and effectively against the laws of the system and implement the laws of nature.

ENTRAPMENT: LEGAL AND EXTRA LEGAL

The jew operating on the basis of secrecy seeks to entrap his slaves in myriad ways. His main modus 
operandi consists of this form of covert and pervasive warfare (unconventional; 4th generational 
warfare). Legally he utilizes the police and military to involve themselves in illegal sting operations-the
planting and falsification of evidence; illegal arrests; searches; seizures; detention and assassination 
under the over of 'the law'-dead men tell no tales.
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The usage of his clandestine assassination team the mossad is the resort failing any trustworthy jews in 
the police or military or in the local community who have not received mossad terrorist training. The 
jews are perpetually spying and observing the goyim and have specialized social areas where they plant
certain operatives as an intel gathering spider's web, the spider being the jew (barman; volunteer 
coordinator; team leader, etc.) and the flies beg the hapless dupes of judah who enter into the web 
under the delusion they are serving a 'good cause' or some merely being social purpose when in reality 
they are falling into the trap the jew provides for them.

Further examples in the technological space and social media platforms. This serves as yet another 
microcosm of the macrocosm of jewish intrigue-the jew sets up a scenario or situation that enables him 
to gather intel on the goyim making them feel safe and comfortable and thus more liable to divulge any
of their secrets or the better ot be set up and killed as in the case of protestors in Palestine being 
infiltrated in protest groups and having the infiltrator justify the militarized police in gunning down the 
protestors.

This particular example is characteristic of the jewish modus operandi of entrapment: everything is a 
set up, a ruse, a simulacrum: 911 to justify the Iraq war; the bombing of the USS liberty to justify 
attacking Egypt; the creation of the holy hoax lie to justify censorship about jewish intrigue. 
Entrapment lies at the basis of all jewish dialectics but necessitates compliance on the part of adequate 
goyim-dupes of judah such as the zionist christians to achieve results.

BAD BOYS: COPS

The song of the t.v show 'Cops', 'bad boys' would equally overall apply to the police as it would to the 
criminals at least it is heading in that direction. The police of today are indeed 'bad boys' in the sense of
upholding and enforcing unjust laws without any pangs of conscience, merely acting as zombie drones 
to enforce whatever the jews throw at them or throw them at.

What is deemed 'criminal' is that which violates 'law'. The laws of society are unjust. Therefore those 
deemed 'criminal' are not necessarily unjust in their actions-but neither are they necessarily just. The 
common street criminal, the petty thief or gangbanger is unjust insofar as they harm others unjustly. To 
steal from the grocery store, eg. or banks can hardly be spoken of as unjust since both 
institutions/businesses are monopolizes which rob the population of their fruits of their labor and thus 
they are unjust institutions/businesses by definition (usury and withholding healthy food from the poor 
owing to price gouging, etc.)

To prevent those who steal from such institutions from stealing is unjust and the enforcement of unjust 
laws is unjust making those who enforce such laws unjust to that extent in their actions.

To force (through threat or implementation of physical force and thus as the ultimate mechanism of all 
laws) the 'citizens' (those subject to the 'law') to have licenses for guns and vehicles as well as to pay 
property and income tax is an just enforcement of usury which qualifies the enforcer as 'unjust' and thus
a 'bad boy', one who violates the harmony of existence.
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The system wants 'bad boys' as its enforcers, both police and military are conscripted to impose force 
upon other nations and individuals (those not having a willingness to be put under the yolk of slavery 
via usury) and thus they are the approved 'bad boys' of a mafia cartel of supremacistic despots who hire
their goons through the central banking system fiat currency to enforce their dictates and this under the 
specious facade of 'human rights', etc.

"The boys in blue serve the jew" and the color blue-representative of spirituality in occultism-has been 
substituted for black in most cases representative of death (Saturn, planetary diety of finitude; 
limitation; death; restriction; binding as in magic)-the death of cosmic law and any higher spiritual 
order.

The police may uphold and enforce some good in the form of whatever remnants of justice exist i the 
corrupt world of the Kali Yuga, but overall they are 'bad boys' whose actions reduce all (including 
themselves) to serfs at the plantation of jewish despotism and ensure that all are shackled to the wheels 
of the system that it may continue to perpetuate itself.

The forced vaccination protocol which is being imposed (or soon to be imposed) by the system is yet 
another example of the 'Bad boys' enforcing bad laws according to their jewish puppet masters will. 
The jews, as the historical record shows (such as in the soviet union) will turn on their sayanim 
(helpers) when it suits their agenda and thus the 'bad boys'; of the society, its iron heel enforcers, had 
best be aware that their only hope for survival as an individual is to oppose and not to bow before their 
jewish masters.

Failure to do so would be a death sentence for themselves as well as for their people who they have 
presumably only minimal regard for or awareness of. The tools and fools of the system have been 
deracinated, having the blood memory of the race idea washed form their minds by the currency of fiat 
currency the corrosive waters of mammon. The remnant of those still possessed of some good had best 
act in the interest of the 'good' not in the interest of (((the law))).

FALSE FLAGS AND FRAME-UPS

The cabal requires a strawman to burn in effigy before the masses from time to time as a means of 
making an example to the cowed populace of 'the Other' of what they wish to condemn, to instill in the 
minds of the masses a slavish obedience to authority by way of contrast between that which is "Other' 
to the state and the state itself, to bind the masses who look with abhorrence upon the 'Other' and 
fearfully seek to avoid that fate through running into the adamantine arms of their nanny state authority
whose authority lies in force and the threat of force.

The slavish masses speciously reason that the "Other' 'deserves their fate' and were wrong in their 
transgression of the dictates of their governmental master thereby deserving of burning at the stake. In 
the minds of the masses whatever positive laws of government are created are inherently just, their 
violation being inherently evil such that law is rendered equivalent to good and vice versa.
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This is the formula for slavery: to use fear and terror to instill in the minds of the mob a self-censorship
pertaining to all that disagrees with the state, its hidden powers who hide behind the mask of 
representation, the Lenin's and Mao Tse tung's who are publicly lauded as father and mother figure but 
who in reality are diabolical entities playing host to all manner of demonic forces controlling these 
figureheads to further their agenda of a malevolent global dominion.

The 'Other', satan of society, pariah, enemy of the state, is put forth in the organs of propaganda as the 
evil one, that being who represents all that is socially acceptable and publicly approved citizens are not,
the 'not-self' and that is they  who venture through thought, word and/or deed, into this realm of 'evil' 
beyond the 'pale' of normality they are themselves to be subject to a similar fate and through this social 
pressure of fear and terror brought to bear against them it assists in the standardization of the 'hive 
mind' and the further strengthening of the nanny state in its terroristic dominion.

It is called 'social compliance' and 'getting along' which simply means to subordinate oneself to the 
collective in thoughtless bliss and replicate the popular opinions manufactured in the system's 
propaganda apparatus.

False flags are orchestrated for the purpose of establishing a scapegoat who can be paraded before the 
crowd as an example of what not to be creating, manufacturing the 'Other' as a means of standardizing 
the hive mind who is posited over and against it as virtue in relation to vice, good in relation to evil. 
Their function is also to vilify this 'Other' through creating circumstances that are imputed to this 
'Other' whose subject has these possibly irrelevant qualities predicated of it, ie. a 'violent extremist' in 
the case of those whose behavior is considered a threat to the regime's continuance (eg. tax resistors; 
freemen on the land; separatists who advocate protecting their identity from genocide) or 'sick, 
perverted' kinds such as the rumor mongering regarding the Amish and child abuse, etc., etc.

It is the slander and smearing so characteristic of the jews' that the media uses as a classical 
conditioning program to program the mind of their citizen slaves (eg. usage of the weaponized words- 
'terrorist' and 'racist',etc.) who then are mobilized through the popular vote and in legal cases through 
the jury system to justify the crucifixion of targeted enemies of the regime.

The case of Brievik is a prime example as a means of attempting to quell popular uprisings through the 
justification of the creation of hate laws and police statism. Such was the case with the prohibition era 
as a means of justifying the creation of the police state in America claiming that the 'criminality', itself 
created through legislative means (prohibition of alcohol), required the imposition of police statism to 
negate the negation in the problem-reaction-solution dialectic of the pharasiacal/Talmudic dialectical 
materialism, the attempt to engineer a false reality out of real problems created for that surreptitious 
purpose.

Hence false flags and the construction of the 'Other' qua 'Other' are instrumental means of engineering 
the social through psycho-drama which might needs have real drama entailed in its theatrical hyper-
reality; real people really getting injured, the 'ends justifying the means' in characteristically communist
praxis.
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WHITE TERROR, JEWISH PSYOP 

The psychological operation of ‘White Terrorism’ and the Jewish Cabal

The late 70s and early 80s saw a ramping up of the culture of kosher satanism, a sensationalistic
culture of violent occultism which was designed to force the sheep back into the churches through 
fearmongering. This the jewish controlled media and entertainment industry brought into being through
mass marketing selling their theater of horror through the theater of the real through creating a 
seemingly endless series of events designed to mind control the populace through trauma, and cow 
them into submission, justify the building up of draconian laws and strip the freedoms from them so as 
to more effectively put them under the yolk of their tyranny sending them to the churches to be fleeced 
for tithes and taxes for the priestly caste parasites and police state.

This psyop (a psyop which has been ongoing throughout probably the history of the jews) has 
never ended and in its crosshairs lies the greatest threat to jewish supremacy, namely the White Race 
which they are still attempting to eliminate from the earth so that they may take the world for 
themselves. At the time of its greater increase relative to the more benign culture which had existed 
previously such as exemplified in Alfred Hitchcock's movie 'Psycho', the populace had been subjected 
to the trauma of WW2 and yet were largely recovered from that period, the cabal therefore reckoning 
that it was time to add some more traumatic heat to get the White populace back into the churches or 
into a life of self-destructive pursuits (sex, drugs and rock n' roll etc.). 

The Church of Satan was founded by the jew Howard Stanton Levy(aka. Anton Levy) and 
worked with the Hollywood pedophile jew Roman Polanski to create the movie "Rosemary's Baby", a 
vehicle of trauma that was mirrored in real life by the Manson Family as a means of inculcating into 
the minds of the populace the notion that art doesn't imitate life but life imitates art and thus 
fearmongering them to take one or the other of the above two courses: either the 'moral high ground' of 
jewish slavery in the church or the 'highway to hell' and self destruction. This movie was followed by 
such as 'Demian' and a series of others of the horror gore genre such as 'The Exorcist' and 'Halloween' 
which ushered in a more extreme form of fear porn to drive the timid masses into the church. 
Apparently the movie 'The Exorcist' was funded by the Catholic Church itself and served them well in 
swelling the ranks of their pews making diehards out of their milquetoast laity and spreading the gospel
of false love as justification for global tyranny and supremacy for the jew world order.

From this point the notion was placed in the mind of the populace that horror and acts of terror 
were something particularly White and that it was the white male especially who was a potential 
problem source and thus must be someone to watch as the loose screw in the machinery of the system 
when really it was he who was the most lawabiding and essential component in its functioning. 
However it was for this very reason that the jewish oligarchs portrayed the white man as the major 
problem-as he was and is the major obstacle in their takeover of white created society.
 
During this time (the late 70s and early 80s) the film and entertainment industry were producing a lot 
of content that attempted to humanize or glorify the culture and demographics of gangland while 
simultaneously and implicitly positing a christian moral stigma associated with it as a means of 
pandering to their christian demographic in such movies as 'The Godfather',etc. This and the horror 
movie industry paved the way for a kabbalistic black magic working of the theater of the real where 
false flag orchestrated events the controlled media portrayed as occurring in real life were interwoven 
with the threat of Hollywood theatricality. Always the villain was a white male; a 'psychopath'(as in the
movie 'Psycho' of Hitchcock) who,
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though played by a jewish actor at times, was always presented as the average-everyday white male, 
the 'powder keg' of berserker fury who would erupt at the slightest provocation or based upon some 
loose screws in his machinery, irrationally and in an unpredictable manner. This was a means of 
constructing the identity of the White male as a menace to society on the basis of some form of 
nebulous psychological defect which was like a hair trigger waiting to go off under certain unknown 
conditions. The effect was to generate mistrust , ill will and attach a stigma to the white man who the 
jews' thereby cursed and demoralized. 

The cryptic assault was designed to psychically emasculate the white male, especially the 
christian whose self-understanding was that of a virtuous and good sheep and thus further, through 
Pavlovian conditioning, either driving him back into the church and emasculating him further or or to 
entice him to adopt the behavior of this character: the psychopath; the irrational; dangerous; 'loose 
screw' or juvenile delinquent. Working simultaneous to the feminist agenda of encouraging a rebellious 
troublesomeness in women simultaneously this psychic attack served to diminish the white man's 
natural predilection for order and a self-understanding as a protector and defender of society thus 
having him either bind himself to the anti-white male narrative and 'turn and rend himself' in a christian
psychopathological self-abasement, exacerbating a guilt complex and developing a self image as a 
violent extremist, something to be rejected and shunned thus negating his sense of self-worth or 
wholeheartedly embracing it and taking the 'highway to hell' in the satanic panic of the late 70s and 
80s.

The psyop of white terrorism began to be introduced perhaps as early as the 60s with the Texas 
university campus sniper and the attempted portrayal of the assassin of JFK as a 'white supremacist' or 
'right wing extremist' itself an anachronism as the 'right wing' could never be extreme as it represents 
the consensus and thus is necessarily mediocre, not extreme. In the early 80s, at the height of the 
psychopathologization of the White male in the jews media numerous false flag events occurred which 
were designed to portray the white man as a terrorist, as the single greatest threat to the (((safety and 
security))) of the system. 

This perhaps was being introduced as a preemptive strike against the militia movement which 
was apparently beginning to react to the obvious gradual erosion of the status quo by the powers of 
state who didn't reflect the will of the populace and who were beginning to raise a red flag in the latter's
collective consciousness which had to be modified through inverting the reality of that time, the state 
playing the 'good guy' hero role against the 'bad guy' white terrorists who wanted to create a white 
supremacist world and enslave non-whites, etc. Hence the event of James Huberty, the alleged San 
Ysidro California shooter. This perhaps established the precedent for the 'white terrorism' concept that 
would be played out subsequent to this point especially during the 80s when society was still largely 
white in America and when the jews were attempting to increase the population of mestizos from 
Mexico and other non-whites (eg. Cubans, etc.) as a replacement population for the whites.

The jews required a vilification of the white populations so that the non-whites could have 
something to point their finger at and make themselves feel like a part of a society they had neither 
created nor were an organic and necessary element of instead of what they really were, namely an 
invader and thief, robbing the whites of territory and resources in a purely self-serving way. This psyop 
of white vilification also worked to convince non-whites that they were superior mortals based upon 
their affiliation with the churches who were undoubtedly largely involved in enabling their passage. 
The Huberty incident presents the figure of James Huberty , an ostensibly real individual as in 
all of the psyops of the jews; an individual who had 'extremist right wing views' and who was fraught 
with 'psychological problems' based upon his traumatic childhood experiences and his employment as 
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an embalmer. His 'blow up' according to the narrative was that he had fallen on hard economic times 
and thus wanted to blame the nonwhite mestizos or at least to take out his pent up aggression on them 
in the border town he was residing in, thus demonstrating in the mind of the television public: 1) his 
aggressive irrationality; 2) his hatred of nonwhites; 3) his danger to safety and security; 4) his 
obsession with socio-economic status and failing to maintain such his willingness to throw his life 
away, directing his aggression against the 'Other' of his wild imaginings. Such is the message this event
broadcast through the trauma based mind control of the media, merging the theater of the real with the 
theater of Hollywood. 

At this exact time James Mason(free-mason?), apparently a prominent 'nazi', came out with a 
magazine called 'Siege' which associated in the public mind terrorism, white people and 'right wing 
extremism'. This periodical contained yet other events which allegedly happened around this time and 
were of a similar nature. Huberty was portrayed as an embalmer who had developed or had conjured up
from the dark recesses of his psyche a fetishistic morbidity, a necrophilia where he was ostensibly 
inclined to investigate and derive sexual excitement from his work with corpses. This created the false 
association in the public mind between so-called 'right wing extremist' values and psychopathology, 
deviant psychology and violence as the outcome of this monstrous personality type who constituted a 
menace to the system and was necessarily inclined against it, towards its destruction. 
Thus it can be seen that this type of created incident was merely manufactured and served the 
purposes of undermining the white demographic both psychologically and circumstantially. getting 
whites to turn against their own identity, to come to associate themselves with violence and to associate
anyone who was white and who espoused pro white values with psychopathology, terrorism and a 
danger to (((law and order))) thus driving the whites who played a role in the so-called respectable 
class away from pro-white values and into the churches or the anti-white egalitarian camp, thus serving
the jews' agenda of disempowering whites and simultaneously empowering themselves under the guise 
of 'equality' (eg. portraying non-whites as 'good christians' hurt by evil white nazis and consequently 
replacing the latter with the former and themselves taking the lions' share of power gradually and by 
stealth).

The incident of Frank Spisak, an alleged homosexual 'neo-nazi' serial killer was brought forth at
this time to introduce yet another false association that would pander to the christian demographic and 
encourage them to further separate themselves from the pro-white cause through their sexual inhibition 
and neuroses and to asperse and denigrate the worldview of Hitler and National Socialism. This sexual 
neurosis was further played up in the case of nazi party member Joseph Paul Franklin, the alleged or 
real shooter of Larry Flynt publisher of Hustler magazine, who targeted the latter out of a similar 
'neurosis' of sexual inhibition. Thus can be seen the jews' playing up the angle of sexual deviance, both 
in the case of inhibition (Franklin) and exhibition (with the cross-dressing homosexual Spisak) and 
attempting to associate it in all forms they could with the national socialist worldview, what they 
stigmatized as 'neo-nazi white supremacism'.

Further episodes were added to the theater of the real with the case of Joseph Christopher, the 
'midtown slasher', a military member who was portrayed as having an irrational hatred of blacks and 
murdering them cutting out their hearts, and the case of Fred Cowan, who was portrayed as a 
disgruntled blue collar who attempted to take out his aggression against his jewish employer and 
non#white co-workers through his being dissatisfied and passed over for promotion. Thus the meaning 
of the psyop can be inferred: to associate the white male worker and backbone of society with violence,
bigotry and hatred at a level of 'fundamental psychopathology', inherent in his being and to implicitly 
denigrate and asperse the white man so that they the cabal could reduce his esteem and value both in 
his own eyes and in that of society as a whole.
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All of these figures were portrayed by James Mason as heroic white men struggling against the 
system and presented as exemplars to emulate as a necessary course of revolutionary activism, to 
'Siege' the system by striking against its soft targets, which was and is the general modus operandi 
prescribed in 'Siege'. Mason. who claimed in Siege to be a quasi-christian was attempting to draw a 
false association between christianity and national socialism, which were said to embody and realize a 
'universal order'. This 'universal order' was a term he claimed to have derived from Charles Manson 
(man Sun, son of man) who he claimed was a nazi and was attempting to draw another parallel between
national socialism, kosher satanism and terroristic violence such that the wholesome weltanschuang of 
Adolf Hitler which adhered to the laws of nature became entangled with that with which it had no 
necessary relationship, thus portraying it as a creed of 'hatred and violence' and positing it over and 
against christianity to condition the christian masses to shun, avoid and condemn it. Jame Mason was 
and is to this day probably a disinfo agent of the cabal and shill of this agenda of national socialist 
revolutionary activism in the form of lone wolf terrorism and leaderless resistance.

The concept of leaderless resistance and lone wolf activism was inaugurated at this time by the 
cabal to fulfill this agenda of associating white identity politics with violence and irrational hatred of 
the 'Other'. The klansman Louis Beam further amplified this theme with his concept of leaderless 
resistance, wherein lone wolf terrorists and small cells would take out system targets and foment chaos 
as a means of bringing the system down through this general idea did not originate with him but was 
only given a name based possibly on the novel of National Alliance founder William L Pierce's "The 
Turner Diaries", which plays out in fictional form, the overthrow of the system by a clandestine 
organization operating on the basis of this structure of lone wolves and small cells.

During the 80s another probable operative of MI5/6 and alleged ex-catholic priest David Myatt 
formed an organization which espoused a similar philosophy of neonazi satanism called 'The Order of 
9 Angles' which, in its initiatic doctrines and in a handbook "A Practical Guide to the Strategy and 
Tactics of Revolution" explicitly called for the culling of anti-white system operatives as a necessary 
form of revolutionary praxis to take down the system from the shadows in a 'sinisterly numinous' way, 
presencing the new aeon ushering in the age of Aquarius. The acts were to be carried out as a means of 
advance through the grade system of the order and in the name of the Aryan Liberation Army, the 
operative was to openly declare or give notice to the media of his affiliation with this ostensive army in
hopes of generating copycat actions. That Myatt or his handlers had introduced the notion of 'neo-nazi 
satanism' in and around the time of James Mason and the 'satanic panic' in culture drew a 'nexion' 
connection between the terrorism and horror of this occult praxis (real or imagined) and white men 
such that their behavior was associated in the public mind with psychopathology. 

At this time movies were released portraying the villain as a neo-nazi psychopath and in one 
such, the movie 'Cobra' produced by the jews Golan and Globus and starring the jew Sylvester 
Stallone, the villains were a group of neo-nazi satanist terrorists who operated both within and without 
the system in random strikes against mainstream society as 'heros of the new world' and who could 
only be subjugated through extra-legal force on the part of a rogue police operative, the jew Stallone. 
This was intended to extend the boundaries of the notion of 'moral right' in its magian/christian sense in
the popular consciousness such that the public approved of more draconian laws which could be 
justified in the democratic system enabling the jews to build the police state and target whites who 
posed a threat to their intended Zion global order through suppression by the police state.

Further escalating this theme Tom Metzger, a presumed crypto-jew came on the scene 
introducing the concept of the 'lone wolf' terrorist/freedom fighter. This specific name to characterize 
what Myatt and Mason had previously brought into the public consciousness in tandem with false false 
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events. The satanic panic was ramped up as the 80s neared their end and with such fake events as the 
Menendez brothers; Richard Ramirez; Ted Bundy and Jeffrey Dahmer thrust into the public 
consciousness like the knife of Jason of Friday the 13th infamy. The Dahmer event attempted to 
perpetuate the false association between white male psychology and behavior and violent irrationalism,
using prosthetic heads for alleged non-white 'victims' that the character of Dahmer tortured and 
executed in satanic rituals. Dahmer in recent years came to be revealed as a jew and the event a fake 
but the goals of the cabal were achieved: vilification of the white male; justification of censorship and 
the building up of the police state and portrayal of nonwhites as victims of white aggression as in the 
case of James Huberty and Joseph Christopher. 

Most of these events undoubtedly had and have kabbalistic numerological and astrological 
elements that serve as a revelation of the method revealing to the 'goyim' what is being done to them 
and demonstrating the contrived nature of the events. Louis Beam's categorization of racial traitors into
groups and allocating points for their assassination in his "letters from a Klansman", further attempted 
to reify and legitimize the notion of white terrorism in the public consciousness.
The portrayal of the "Order' (the Silent Brotherhood) around the early 80s as a legitimate 
organization (which in the writer's opinion is dubious) attempted to further bring this notion forward in 
the public consciousness substantiating the novel "The Turner Diaries" of Pierce with the 'real life' 
translation. The Order tied together by ways of the christian identity philosophy, the Klan and the 
constellation of related ideas in the pro-white movement, the fiction of white terrorism and the value 
systems of white identity politics thereby marginalizing them in popular discourse, rendering them 
taboo and as more theater of the real, creating an underground dimension to those above ground ideas 
thus further strengthening in the public consciousness the relationship between satanism, the 
prescencing of dark forces, of opening up causal and acausal nexions, of ushering in the new aeon and 
the existence of white people as such and those who advocate its continuance as embodied by The 
Order member David lane in his 14 words. Whether this theater of the real was real or merely theater it 
functioned to achieve the purposes of the cabal and perhaps contradictorily to achieve the purpose of 
shifting the consciousness of the broad masses away from the magian ethos of christianity and towards 
a more Nietzschean Aquarian age weltanschuang compatible with national socialism.

At the time of this writing (2020), the cabal and perhaps reality itself have entered into an 
acceleration phase where white identity has become inextricably bound up with the notion of the 
deviant, the criminal, the 'Other'; the terrorist, threat to the system and (((safety and security))). The 
cards have been dealt and one must simply play one's hand from this point. Whether whites have been 
merely set up as pawns in the game of the cabal to be served up as a sacrifice for their alleged 'sins' of 
existing and not having enough willingness to obsequiously bow before the jews or if other forces are 
working with whites in overcoming the tyranny of the jewish system is indeed a question.
One can conclude however, that the jews are now desperately attempting to accelerate this 
agenda and bring about a race war as the CIA operative Charles Manson had intended through his 
acting out the murder of Sharon Tate, the real life parallel of the Hollywood film "Rosemary's baby", 
superintended by Anton Lavey and financed by the Vatican, to bring about a race war in which the 
whites would be killed by the blacks.

James Mason today espouses christian identity, no longer with any reservation and is still a 
staunch proponent of Manson as a harbinger of 'universal order' through attempting to invert the 
intentions of the latter in bringing about a helter skelter, having sponsored and created the Atom 
Waffen, yet another incarnation of a small cell of lone wolf domestic terrorists/freedom fighters to 
create more episodes of the theater of the real. This in conjunction with myriad other figures such as 
Brandon Tarrant; Dylan Roof; Anders Breivik, etc. all become associated with a constellation of ideas 
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related to white people and whatever jews dislike or look upon as a threat to their power (eg. 
environmentalism; racial separatism; criticism or boycott of the state of israel,etc.) and wish to 
associate in the mass consciousness with terrorism, foreign and domestic. 

The scapegoat the white man and whites in general are being led to the slaughter in the theater 
of the real, while the jews hide behind their police state and create conditions which, as in the case of 
the Palestinians in the state of israel, make it impossible to exist and qualify as acts of genocide by U.N
definition. Backed into a corner both legislatively and physically in terms of territorial invasion by 
non#white foreigners as the whites will have no choice but to play their role in the theater of the real. 
Whether the final act is one of tragedy or triumph will depend on themselves.
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